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ABSTRACT
In [1], we have proposed systems for text normalization
based on statistical machine translation (SMT) methods
which are constructed with the support of Internet users
and evaluated those with French texts. Internet users nor-
malize text displayed in a web interface in an annotation
process, thereby providing a parallel corpus of normalized
and non-normalized text. With this corpus, SMT models are
generated to translate non-normalized into normalized text.
In this paper, we analyze their efficiency for other languages.
Additionally, we embedded the English annotation process
for training data in Amazon Mechanical Turk and compare
the quality of texts thoroughly annotated in our lab to those
annotated by the Turkers. Finally, we investigate how to re-
duce the user effort by iteratively applying an SMT system
to the next sentences to be edited, built from the sentences
which have been annotated so far.

Index Terms— text normalization, statistical machine
translation, rapid language adaptation, crowdsourcing

1. INTRODUCTION

The processing of text is required in language and speech
technology applications such as text-to-speech (TTS) and
automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems. Non-standard
representations in the text such as numbers, abbreviations,
acronyms, special characters, dates, etc. must typically be
normalized to be processed in those applications. For tra-
ditional language-specific text normalization, knowledge of
linguistics as well as established computer skills to imple-
ment text normalization rules are required [2] [3]. For rapid
development of speech processing applications at low costs,
we have analyzed systems for text normalization based on
statistical machine translation (SMT) methods which are
constructed with the support of Internet users [1]. They nor-
malize text displayed in a web interface, thereby providing a
parallel corpus of normalized and non-normalized text. With
this corpus, SMT models namely translation model, language
model (LM), and distortion model are generated to translate
non-normalized into normalized text. Our systems are built
without profound computer knowledge due to the simple
self-explanatory user interface and the automatic generation
of the SMT models. Additionally, no in-house knowledge of

the language to normalize is required due to the multilingual
expertise of the Internet community.

Our experiments have been conducted with French on-
line newspapers and showed that the SMT approach (SMT)
came close to our language-specific rule-based text normal-
ization (LS-rule). The SMT system which translates the out-
put of the rule-based system (hybrid) performed better and
came close to the quality of text normalized manually by na-
tive speakers (human). In this paper, we analyze the effi-
ciency of our systems for three other languages and com-
pare the results to our French results: Bulgarian, English, and
German texts crawled with our Rapid Language Adaptation
Toolkit (RLAT) [4] and displayed in the web interface were
normalized by native speakers in our lab.

The crowdsourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk1

facilitates inexpensive collection of large amounts of data
from users around the world [5]. For the NAACL 2010
Workshop, the platform has been analyzed to collect data
for human language technologies. For example, it has been
used to judge MT adequacy as well as to build parallel cor-
pora for MT systems [6] [7]. As our annotation work can
be parallelized to many users, we provide our English text
normalization tasks to Turkers and check their grade.

To improve the system with regard to the quality of the
output text, we have suggested to apply the SMT system in
a post-editing step (hybrid) translating the output of the rule-
based system in [1]. To reduce time and effort, we investi-
gate here an improvement for the annotation process by min-
imizing the editing effort: Instead of exclusively applying
the completely built SMT system to new text after the entire
manual normalization process, SMT systems iteratively con-
structed from already edited texts normalize parts of the texts
which are displayed to the user next (iterative-SMT/-hybrid).

2. RELATED WORK

[8] describe a transfer-based MT approach which includes
a language-specific tokenization process to determine word
forms. An SMT approach for text normalization is proposed
in [9] where English chat text is translated into syntactically
correct English after some text preprocessing steps. [10] ap-
ply a phrase-based SMT for English SMS text normalization.

1http://www.mturk.com



In addition to an SMT-based text normalization sytem, [11]
present an “ASR-like” system that converts the graphemes
of non-normalized text to phonemes dictionary-based and
rule-based, creates a finite state transducer for transducing
phoneme sequences into word sequences with an inverted
dictionary and finally searches the word lattice for the most
likely word sequence incorporating LM information. Al-
ternative methods have been proposed which treat the text
normalization problem as a spelling correction problem. A
variety of statistical approaches is available, most notably
the “noisy channel” approach [12][13][14]. As the Moses
Package [15], GIZA++ [16] and the SRI Language Model
Toolkit [17] provide a framework to automatically create
and apply SMT systems, we decided to select the SMT ap-
proach instead of another “noisy channel” approach for our
experiments.

Fig. 1. Systems Overview.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

As shown in Fig. 1, we compare our multilingual text cor-
pora, normalized with the pure SMT-based system (SMT)
and the language-specific rule-based system with statistical
phrase-based post-editing (hybrid) to those normalized with
our language-independent rule-based system (LI-rule), with
the language-specific rule-based system (LS-rule) as well as
manually by native speakers (human).

In our web-based interface, sentences to normalize are
displayed in two lines: The upper line shows the non-
normalized sentence, the lower line is editable. Thus, the
user does not have to write all words of the normalized sen-
tence. After editing 25 sentences, the user presses a save
button and the next 25 sentences are displayed. The user
is provided with a simple readme file that explains how to
normalize the sentences, i.e. remove punctuation, remove
characters not occuring in the target language, replace com-
mon abbreviations with their long forms etc. We present

the sentences in random order to the user. For our French
system, we had observed better performances by showing the
sentences with numbers to the user first in order to enrich the
phrase table with normalized numbers early. However, for
our Bulgarian, English, and German systems, displaying the
sentences in random order, thereby soon inserting normal-
ization of numbers, casing and abbreviations into the phrase
table in equal measure, performed better as the proportion of
numbers in the text to be normalized was smaller for these
languages. For simplicity, we take the user output for granted
and perform no quality cross-check.

In the back-end system, Moses [15] and GIZA++ [16]
generate phrase tables containing phrase translation probabil-
ities and lexical weights. By default phrase tables containing
up to 7-gram entries are created. The 3-gram LMs are gener-
ated with the SRI Language Model Toolkit [17]. A minimum
error rate (MER) training to find the optimal scaling factors
for the models based on maximizing BLEU scores as well as
the decoding are performed with Moses.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We have evaluated our systems for English, French, and Ger-
man text normalization built with different amounts of train-
ing data. The quality of 1k output sentences derived from
the systems is compared to text which was normalized by na-
tive speakers in our lab (human). With Levenshtein edit dis-
tance, we analyzed how similar both texts are. As we are
interested in using the normalized text to build LMs for auto-
matic speech recognition tasks, we created 3-gram LMs from
our hypotheses and evaluated their perplexities (PPLs) on 500
sentences manually normalized by native speakers. For Bul-
garian, the set of normalized sentences was smaller: We com-
puted the edit distance of 500 output sentences to human and
built an LM. Its PPL was evaluated on 100 sentences manu-
ally normalized by native speakers. The sentences were nor-
malized with LI-rule in RLAT. Then LS-rule was applied to
this text by the Internet users. LI-rule and LS-rule are item-
ized in Tab. 1.

4.1. Performance over training data for 4 languages

As shown in Fig. 2, we were able to reproduce our conclu-
sions from [1]: Text quality improves with more text used to
train the SMT system for Bulgarian, English, and German.
Exceeding a certain amount of training sentences, we gained
lower PPLs with SMT than with LS-rule for the three new lan-
guages. This originates from the fact that human normalizers
are better in correcting typos and casing as well as detect-
ing the correct forms in the number normalization (especially
the correct gender and number agreement) due to their larger
context knowledge which is more limited in our rule-based
normalization systems. While for our French texts, a perfor-
mance saturation started at already 450 sentences used to train
the SMT system, we observe saturations at approximately



Fig. 2. Performance over amount of training data.

Language-independent Text Normalization (LI-rule)
1. Removal of HTML, Java script and non-text parts.
2. Removal of sentences containing more than 30% numbers.
3. Removal of empty lines.
4. Removal of sentences longer than 30 tokens.
5. Separation of punctuation marks which are not in context
with numbers and short strings (might be abbreviations).
6. Case normalization based on statistics.

Language-specific Text Normalization (LS-rule)
1. Removal of characters not occuring in the target language.
2. Replacement of abbreviations with their long forms.
3. Number normalization
(dates, times, ordinal and cardinal numbers, etc.).
4. Case norm. by revising statistically normalized forms.
5. Removal of remaining punctuation marks.

Table 1. Language-indep. and -specific Text Normalization.

1k Bulgarian, 2k English, and 2k German sentences. hybrid
obtained a better performance than SMT and converges to the
quality of human for all languages.

4.2. Performance with Amazon Mechanical Turk

The development of our normalization tools can be performed
by breaking down the problem into simple tasks which can
be performed in parallel by a number of language proficient
users without the need of substantial computer skills. Every-
body who can speak and write the target language can build a

text normalization system due to the simple self-explanatory
user interface and the automatic generation of the SMT mod-
els. Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service facilitates inexpen-
sive collection of large amounts of data from users around
the world. However, Turkers are not trained to provide reli-
able annotations for natural language processing (NLP) tasks,
and some Turkers may attempt to cheat the system by submit-
ting random answers. Therefore, Amazon provides requesters
with different mechanisms to help ensure quality [5]. With
the goal to find a rapid solution at low cost and to get over
minor errors creating statistical rules for our SMT systems,
we did not check the Turker’s qualification. We rejected tasks
that were obvious spam to ensure quality with minimal effort.
Initially, the Turkers were provided with 200 English training
sentences which had been normalized with LI-rule together
with the readme file and example sentences. Each Human In-
telligence Task (HIT) was to annotate eight of these sentences
with all requirements described in the readme file. While the
edit distance between LI-rule and our ground truth (human)
is 34% for these 200 sentences, it could be reduced to 14%
with the language-specific normalization of the Turkers (mT-
all). The analysis of the confusion pairs between human and
mT-all indicates that most errors of mT-all occured due to un-
revised casing. As the focus of the annotators was rather on
the number normalization with mT-all, we decided to provide
two kinds of HITs for each set of eight sentences that contain
numbers (mT-split): The task of the first HIT was to normalize
the numbers, the second one to correct wrong cases in the out-



# training LI-PPL LS-PPL SMT-PPL hybrid-PPL Effective time 1 sent. Sequence time Speedup SmT Total
sentences (mT-split) (mT-split) worktime TmT by 1 Turker T1 Tseq (n*T1) (Tseq/TmT ) costs
after 2k 1112.59 581.06 595.06 551.33 10.1 hrs. 27.3 sec. 14.7 hrs. 1.45 $17.01
after 8k 1112.59 581.06 592.98 549.03 30.5 hrs. 19.7 sec. 45.0 hrs. 1.48 $48.62

Table 2. Amazon Mechanical Turk Experiments.

put of the first HIT together with the other requirements. The
benefit of concentrating either on the numbers or on the other
requirements resulted in an edit distance of 11% between mT-
split and human. Finally, all 8k English training sentences
were normalized with mT-split and used to build new SMT
systems as well as to accumulate more training sentences for
our existing system built with 2k sentences thoroughly nor-
malized in our lab. As shown in Fig. 2, the quality of mT-split
is worse with the same training sentences than those created
with our thoroughly normalized sentences (SMT) in terms of
edit distance and PPL. While the different normalizers in our
lab came to an agreement if diverse number representations
were possible, the Turkers selected different representations
to some extend, e.g. “two hundred five”, “two hundred and
five” or “two oh five”, depending on their subjective interpre-
tation of what would be said most commonly. We explain
the fluctuations in mT-split (hybrid) with such different rep-
resentations plus incomplete normalizations in the annotated
training sentences. We recommend a thoroughly checked tun-
ing set for the MER training if available since we could build
better SMT systems with a tuning set created in our lab (tune-
lab) than with one created by the Turkers (tune-mT). Revising
the sentences normalized by the Turkers, which requires less
editing effort than starting to normalize the sentences from
scratch, would further improve the systems. More informa-
tion about our Amazon Mechanical Turk experiment is sum-
marized in Tab. 2.

Fig. 3. Edit distance reduction with iterative-SMT/-hybrid.

4.3. System improvement

To reduce the effort of the Internet users who provide us with
normalized text material, we iteratively used the sentences
normalized so far to build the SMT system and applied it
to the next sentences to be normalized (iterative-SMT). With

this approach, we were able to reduce the edit distance be-
tween the text to be normalized and the normalized text, re-
sulting in less tokens the user has to edit. If a language-
specific rule-based normalization system is available, the edit
distance can also be reduced with that system (LS-rule) or
further with a hybrid system (iterative-hybrid). As corrupted
sentences may be displayed to the user due to shortcomings
of SMT system and rule-based system, we recommend to dis-
play the original sentences to the user as well. Fig. 3 shows
lower edit distances for the first 1k German sentences with
iterative-SMTand iterative-hybrid compared to the previous
system where text, exclusively normalized with LI-rule, was
displayed to the user. After each 100 sentences, the training
material for the SMT system was enriched and the SMT sys-
tem was applied to the next 100 sentences.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have shown that our crowdsourcing approach for SMT-
based language-specific text normalization which had come
close to our language-specific rule-based text normalization
(LS-rule) with French online newspaper texts, even outper-
formed LS-rule with the Bulgarian, English, and German
texts. The SMT system which translates the output of the
rule-based system (hybrid) performed better than SMT and
came close to the quality of text normalized manually by
native speakers (human) for all languages. The annotation
process for English training data could be realized fast and at
low cost with Amazon Mechanical Turk. The results with the
same amounts of text thoroughly normalized in our lab are
slightly better which shows the need for methods to detect and
reject Turkers’ spam. Due to the high ethnic diversity in the
U.S. where most Turkers come from and Turkers from other
countries [18], we believe that a collection of training data for
other languages is also possible. Finally, we have proposed
methods to reduce the editing effort in the annotation process
for training data with iterative-SMT and iterative-hybrid.
Instead of SMT, other “noisy channel” approaches can be
used in our back-end system. Future work may include an
evaluation of the systems’s output in ASR and TTS.
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